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This book will help you gain a master of business administration (MBA) degree. Think you’ve got what it takes to become
a future leader? An MBA could help you achieve those goals. Intensive, competitive and highly respected, the Master of
Business Administration (MBA) is an elite professional qualification. This book provides best reports with good grades.
Reading the papers, you can get a sense of how to write a good paper to get good grades. This is a book that tells you
how to get good grades on MBA courses in the U.S. For the MBA course, students have to take a total of 36 credits.
Each class is worth 3 credits and the students should take 12 classes. It's a series of 12 books, one book for each
subject. This book is a collection of best answers for the "Investment Management" subject.
In order to measure the dynamics of flow-performance relationships for a multi-domicile sample, Simon Weiler applies
existing flow-performance research methods to a broad set of European equity (UCITS) funds and proves that major
findings (performance-chasing behaviour and a convex flow-performance relationship) also hold true in a cross-border
market environment.
Socially responsible investing (SRI) is an investment approach that combines investors’ financial as well as nonfinancial
goals in the security selection process. Technically, investors can engage in SRI either by directly investing in companies
that implement corporate social activities or by investing their money in SRI funds, which apply screening criteria to select
securities. The screening process applied by the SRI funds has led to controversy among academics regarding whether
the use of SRI screens in the security selection process influences the financial performance of the funds. The empirical
study analyzes whether or not the screening process applied by such funds influences their financial performance.
Previous research mostly has focused on analyzing the performance of SRI equity funds established in the United
States. The study at hand not only includes SRI equity funds, but also SRI balanced and fixed income funds established
in Europe, the biggest market for SRI globally. The study provides unexpected results that are not only of interest for
investors, who want to get a better understanding of the effect on the financial performance of their portfolios in case SRI
funds are added. The results are also relevant for SRI fund managers, who are interested in promoting their funds and
attracting (new) investors, and for academics, whose research interests are e. g., located in the fields of SRI, fund
portfolio performances and market efficiencies.
From the individual to the largest organization, everyone today has to make investments in IT. Making a smart
investment that will best satisfy all the necessary decision-making criteria requires careful and inclusive analysis. This
textbook provides an up-to-date, in-depth understanding of the methodologies available to aid in this complex process of
multi-criteria decision-making. It guides readers on the process of technology acquisition ? what methods to use to make
IT investment decisions, how to choose the technology and justify its selection, and how the decision will impact the
organization.Unique to this textbook are both financial investment models and more complex decision-making models
from the field of management science so that readers can extend the analysis benefits to enhance and confirm their IT
investment choices. The wide range of methodologies featured in the book gives readers the opportunity to customize
their best-fit solutions for their unique IT decision situation. This textbook is especially ideal for educators and students
involved in programs dealing with technology management, operations management, applied finance, operations
research, and industrial engineering.A complimentary copy of the ?Instructor's Manual and Test Bank? and the
PowerPoint presentations of the text materials are available for all instructors who adopt this book as a course text.
Please send your request to sales@wspc.com.
Whether to continue using traditional cost and benefit analysis methods such as systems and software engineering
standards or to use a relatively new family of software development processes known as Agile methods is one of most
prevalent questions within the information technology field today. Since each family of methods has its strengths and
weaknesses, the question being raised by a growing number of executives and practitioners is: Which family of methods
provides the greater business value and return on investment (ROI)? Whereas traditional methods have been in use for
many decades, Agile methods are still a new phenomenon and, until now, very little literature has existed on how to
quantify the business value of Agile methods in economic terms, such as ROI and net present value (NPV). Using cost of
quality, total cost of ownership, and total life cycle cost parameters, The Business Value of Agile Software Methods offers
a comprehensive methodology and introduces the industry's initial top-down parametric models for quantifying the costs
and benefits of using Agile methods to create innovative software products. Based on real-world data, it illustrates the
first simple-to-use parametric models of Real Options for estimating the business value of Agile methods since the
inception of the Nobel prize winning Black-Scholes formulas. Numerous examples on how to estimate the costs, benefits,
ROI, NPV, and real options of the major types of Agile methods such as Scrum, Extreme Programming and Crystal
Methods are also included. In addition, this reference provides the first comprehensive compilation of cost and benefit
data on Agile methods from an analysis of hundreds of research studies.The Business Value of Agile Software Methods
shatters key myths and misconceptions surrounding the modern-day phenomenon of Agile methods for creating
innovative software products. It provides a complete business value comparison between traditional and Agile methods.
The keys to maximizing the business value of any method are low costs and high benefits and the business value of
Agile methods, when compared to traditional methods, proves to be very impressive. Agile methods are a new model of
project management that can be used to improve the success, business value, and ROI of high-risk and highly complex
IT projects in today's dynamic, turbulent, and highly uncertain marketplace. If you are an executive, manager, scholar,
student, consultant or practitioner currently on the fence, you need to read this book!
From small law offices to federal agencies, all entities within the justice system are governed by complicated economic
factors and face daily financial decision-making. A complement to Strategic Finance for Criminal Justice Organizations,
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this volume considers the justice system from a variety of economic and financial perspectives and introduces
quantitative methods designed to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of organizations in both the non-profit and forprofit sectors. Using only a minimum of theory, Economic and Financial Analysis for Criminal Justice Organizations
demonstrates how to make decisions in the justice system using multiple financial and economic models. Designed for
readers with little knowledge of advanced mathematics, quantitative analysis, or spreadsheets, the book presents
examples using straightforward, step-by-step processes with Excel and Linux Calc spreadsheet software. A variety of
different types of decisions are considered, ranging from municipal bond issuance and valuation necessary for public
revenues, pension planning, capital investment, determining the best use of monies toward construction projects, and
other resource planning, allocation, and forecasting issues. From municipalities and police departments to for-profit
prisons and security firms, the quantitative methods presented are designed to improve the efficiency and effectiveness
of all organizations in the justice domain.
International Finance presents the corporate uses of international financial markets to upper undergraduate and graduate
students of business finance and financial economics. Combining practical knowledge, up-to-date theories, and realworld applications, this textbook explores issues of valuation, funding, and risk management. International Finance
shows how theoretical applications can be brought into managerial practice. The text includes an extensive introduction
followed by three main sections: currency markets; exchange risk, exposure, and risk management; and long-term
international funding and direct investment. Each section begins with a short case study, and each of the sections'
chapters concludes with a CFO summary, examining how a hypothetical chief financial officer might apply topics to a
managerial setting. The book also contains end-of-chapter questions to help students grasp the material presented.
Focusing on international markets and multinational corporate finance, International Finance is the go-to resource for
students seeking a complete understanding of the field. Rigorous focus on international financial markets and corporate
finance concepts An up-to-date and practice-oriented approach Strong real-world examples and applications
Comprehensive look at valuation, funding, and risk management Introductory case studies and "CFO summaries," and
end-of-chapter quiz questions Solutions to the quiz questions are available online
An informative, timely, and irreverent guide to financial investment offers a close-up look at the current high-tech boom, explains how to
maximize gains and minimize losses, and examines a broad spectrum of financial opportunities, from mutual funds to real estate to gold,
especially in light of the dot-com crash.
Merging theory and practice into a comprehensive,highly-anticipated text Corporate Finance continues its legacy as one of the mostpopular
financial textbooks, with well-established content from adiverse and highly respected author team. Unique in its features,this valuable text
blends theory and practice with a direct,succinct style and commonsense presentation. Readers will beintroduced to concepts in a situational
framework, followed by adetailed discussion of techniques and tools. This latest editionincludes new information on venture finance and debt
structuring,and has been updated throughout with the most recent statisticaltables. The companion website provides statistics, graphs,
charts,articles, computer models, and classroom tools, and the freemonthly newsletter keeps readers up to date on the latesthappenings in
the field. The authors have generously madethemselves available for questions, promising an answer inseventy-two hours. Emphasizing how
key concepts relate to real-world situations iswhat makes Corporate Finance a valuable reference with realrelevance to the professional and
student alike. Readers will gaininsight into the methods and tools that shape the industry,allowing them to: Analyze investments with regard
to hurdle rates, cash flows,side costs, and more Delve into the financing process and learn the tools andtechniques of valuation Understand
cash dividends and buybacks, spinoffs, anddivestitures Explore the link between valuation and corporate finance As the global economy
begins to recover, access to the mostcurrent information and statistics will be required. To remainrelevant in the evolving financial
environment, practitioners willneed a deep understanding of the mechanisms at work. CorporateFinance provides the expert guidance and
detailed explanationsfor those requiring a strong foundational knowledge, as well asmore advanced corporate finance professionals.
??????????/??????
The landmark project management reference, now in a new edition Now in a Tenth Edition, this industry-leading project management "bible"
aligns its streamlined approach to the latest release of the Project Management Institute's Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMI®'s
PMBOK® Guide), the new mandatory source of training for the Project Management Professional (PMP®) Certificat-ion Exam. This
outstanding edition gives students and professionals a profound understanding of project management with insights from one of the bestknown and respected authorities on the subject. From the intricate framework of organizational behavior and structure that can determine
project success to the planning, scheduling, and controlling processes vital to effective project management, the new edition thoroughly
covers every key component of the subject. This Tenth Edition features: New sections on scope changes, exiting a project, collective belief,
and managing virtual teams More than twenty-five case studies, including a new case on the Iridium Project covering all aspects of project
management 400 discussion questions More than 125 multiple-choice questions (PMI, PMBOK, PMP, and Project Management Professional
are registered marks of the Project Management Institute, Inc.)
Used extensively by professionals, organizations, and schools across the country, INVESTMENT ANALYSIS AND PORTFOLIO
MANAGEMENT, Tenth Edition, combines solid theory with practical application in order to help students learn how to manage their money so
that they can maximize their earning potential. Filled with real-world illustrations and hands-on applications, this text takes a rigorous,
empirical approach to teaching students about topics such as investment instruments, capital markets, behavioral finance, hedge funds, and
international investing. It also emphasizes how investment practice and theory are influenced by globalization. In addition, this tenth edition
includes new coverage of relevant topics such as the impact of the 2008 financial market crisis, changes in rating agencies and government
agencies such as Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, global assets risk-adjusted performance and intercorrelations, and more. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
A properly structured financial model can provide decision makers with a powerful planning tool that helps them identify the consequences of
their decisions before they are put into practice. Introduction to Financial Models for Management and Planning, Second Edition enables
professionals and students to learn how to develop and use computer-based models for financial planning. This volume provides critical tools
for the financial toolbox, then shows how to use them tools to build successful models.
The new Tenth Edition of this bestselling book teaches readers not only how to identify successful investment opportunities, but how to
anticipate and deal with investment problems and controversies as well. Jones carefully and gradually develops key concepts, while covering
all the necessary background material. Only essential formulas are included. It's one of the most readable, comprehensible investments titles
available! * Includes added ethics coverage of the Sarbanes-Oxley Legislation. * Contains increased discussion of globalization issues. *
Details the variety of securities available, the markets in which they are traded, mechanics of securities training, and insight into the important
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concept of risk and return.

Market_Desc: Investors, Students and Instructors of Finance. Special Features: " Includes discussions on the rapid rise and
interest in exchange-traded funds" Examines the new NYSE-Euronext market as well as the merger of the NYSE and Amex"
Offers expanded coverage in behavioral finance and the bond markets" Integrates updated problems and questions that really
make readers think of the most effective moves before acting" Demonstrates the use of Excel while illustrating important investing
concepts About The Book: In today's economy, it's critical for investors to have a strong understanding of the strategies needed to
make the best decisions. Jones arms them with the most up-to-date information in the field while offering a proper balance
between investment opportunities, techniques and analytics. He includes new discussions on the rapid rise and interest in
exchange-traded funds, the new NYSE-Euronext market, the merger of the NYSE and Amex, and more. Expanded coverage is
also presented in behavioral finance and the bond markets. In addition, investors will benefit from the updated problems and
questions that really make them think of the most effective moves before acting.
These proceedings represent the work of researchers participating in the 11th International Conference on Intellectual Capital,
Knowledge Management & Organisational Learning - ICICKM 2014, which this year is being held at The University of Sydney
Business School, The University of Sydney, Australia. The Conference Co-Chairs are Dr John Dumay from Macquarie University,
Sydney, Australia and Dr Gary Oliver from the University of Sydney, Australia. The conference will be opened with a keynote by
Goran Roos, Advanced Manufacturing Council, Adelaide, Australia who will address the topic of "Intellectual capital in Australia:
Economic development in a high cost economy." The second day will be opened with a from James Guthrie, University of Sydney,
Australia on the topic of "Intellectual Capital and the Public Sector Research: Past, Present, and Future."
Drawing from his experience as a securities analyst, economist, and investor, the author explains the workings of Wall Street and
offers advice on determining the value and potential of stocks
Written by a widely respected author team, this investments text takes an empirical approach to explaining current, real-world
practice. Providing the most comprehensive coverage available, the text emphasizes investment alternatives and teaches students
how to analyze these choices and manage their portfolios.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 11th International Workshop on Cooperative Information Agents, CIA 2007,
held in Delft, The Netherlands, September 2007. The 19 revised full papers presented together with four invited papers were
carefully reviewed and selected from 38 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on information search and
processing, applications, rational cooperation, interaction and cooperation and trust.
The marketing discipline has been dominated by managerial research that has never really been counterbalanced by a systematic
critical analysis which is problematic given the assumed legitimization of the managerialism that has ensued. This book is an
attempt to rest the balance, articulating a social critique and evaluation of marketing. The book offers a critical survey of the most
important contributions to managerial marketing discourse from the earliest twentieth century onwards, covering traditions of
research such as scientific selling, marketing management and service marketing and drawing from Michel Foucault’s
understanding of power and Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe’s Discourse Theory. The analysis reveals that managerial
marketing discourse has promoted a government of organizations that is centred around the customer and that the shifts and
turning points in this rationality through time signify more fundamental shifts in emphasis in the type of power promoted by
marketing discourse and the subject positions is ascribes to people.
In 2005, Joel Greenblatt published a book that is already considered one of the classics of finance literature. In The Little Book that
Beats the Market—a New York Times bestseller with 300,000 copies in print—Greenblatt explained how investors can outperform
the popular market averages by simply and systematically applying a formula that seeks out good businesses when they are
available at bargain prices. Now, with a new Introduction and Afterword for 2010, The Little Book that Still Beats the Market
updates and expands upon the research findings from the original book. Included are data and analysis covering the recent
financial crisis and model performance through the end of 2009. In a straightforward and accessible style, the book explores the
basic principles of successful stock market investing and then reveals the author’s time-tested formula that makes buying above
average companies at below average prices automatic. Though the formula has been extensively tested and is a breakthrough in
the academic and professional world, Greenblatt explains it using 6th grade math, plain language and humor. He shows how to
use his method to beat both the market and professional managers by a wide margin. You’ll also learn why success eludes
almost all individual and professional investors, and why the formula will continue to work even after everyone “knows” it. While
the formula may be simple, understanding why the formula works is the true key to success for investors. The book will take
readers on a step-by-step journey so that they can learn the principles of value investing in a way that will provide them with a long
term strategy that they can understand and stick with through both good and bad periods for the stock market. As the Wall Street
Journal stated about the original edition, “Mr. Greenblatt…says his goal was to provide advice that, while sophisticated, could be
understood and followed by his five children, ages 6 to 15. They are in luck. His ‘Little Book’ is one of the best, clearest guides to
value investing out there.”
Revised edition of the author's Investments, 2013.
Explores how investing in a racially and ethnically diverse workforce will help make contemporary businesses more dynamic,
powerful, and profitable In our fast-changing demographic landscape, companies that proactively embrace diversity in all areas of
their operations will be best poised to thrive. Renowned business leader and visionary Carol Fulp explores staffing trends in the
US and provides a blueprint for what businesses must do to maintain their competitiveness and customer base, including hiring in
new ways, aligning managers around diversity, providing new kinds of leadership development, and engaging employees to
embrace differences. Using detailed case histories of corporate cultures such as the NFL, Eastern Bank, John Hancock, Hallmark
Health, and PepsiCo, as well as her own experiences in the workplace and in advising companies on diversity practice, Fulp
demonstrates how people of different races and ethnicities represent an essential asset to contemporary companies and
organizations.
In today’s economy, it’s critical for investors to have a strong understanding of the strategies needed to make the best decisions.
Jones arms them with the most up-to-date information in the field while offering a proper balance between investment
opportunities, techniques and analytics. He includes new discussions on the rapid rise and interest in exchange-traded funds, the
new NYSE-Euronext market, the merger of the NYSE and Amex, and more. Expanded coverage is also presented in behavioral
finance and the bond markets. In addition, investors will benefit from the updated problems and questions that really make them
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think of the most effective moves before acting.
Faculty Description: Used extensively by professionals, organizations, and schools across the country, ANALYSIS OF
INVESTMENTS AND MANAGEMENT OF PORTFOLIOS, 10E, International Edition combines solid theory with practical
application in order to help students learn how to manage their money so that they can maximize their earning potential. Filled with
real-world illustrations and hands-on applications, this text takes a rigorous, empirical approach to teaching students about topics
such as investment instruments, capital markets, behavioral finance, hedge funds, and international investing. It also emphasizes
how investment practice and theory are influenced by globalization. In addition, this tenth edition includes new coverage of
relevant topics such as the impact of the 2008 financial market crisis, changes in rating agencies and government agencies such
as Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, global assets risk-adjusted performance and intercorrelations, and more. Students can also take
advantage of the Thomson ONE Business School Edition, an online, one-stop shop to do financial analysis and research.
Analyzing data sets has continued to be an invaluable application for numerous industries. By combining different algorithms,
technologies, and systems used to extract information from data and solve complex problems, various sectors have reached new
heights and have changed our world for the better. The Handbook of Research on Engineering, Business, and Healthcare
Applications of Data Science and Analytics is a collection of innovative research on the methods and applications of data analytics.
While highlighting topics including artificial intelligence, data security, and information systems, this book is ideally designed for
researchers, data analysts, data scientists, healthcare administrators, executives, managers, engineers, IT consultants,
academicians, and students interested in the potential of data application technologies.
It has, improbably, been called uncommonly lucid, even riveting by The New York Times, and it was a finalist for the 2004 National
Book Awards nonfiction honor. It is a literally chilling read, especially in its minute-by-minute description of the events of the
morning of 9/11 inside the Twin Towers.It is The 9/11 Commission Report, which was, before its publication, perhaps one of the
most anticipated government reports of all time, and has been since an unlikely bestseller. The official statement by the National
Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the United States-which was instituted in late 2002 and chaired by former New Jersey
Governor Thomas Kean-it details what went wrong on that day (such as intelligence failures), what went right (the heroic response
of emergency services and self-organizing civilians), and how to avert similar future attacks.Highlighting evidence from the day,
from airport surveillance footage of the terrorists to phone calls from the doomed flights, and offering details that have otherwise
gone unheard, this is an astonishing firsthand document of contemporary history. While controversial in parts-it has been criticized
for failing to include testimony from key individuals, and it completely omits any mention of the mysterious collapse of WTC 7-it is
nevertheless an essential record of one of the most transformational events of modern times.
The core concepts and tools students need to make informed investment decisions. Fundamentals of Investing helps students
make informed investment decisions in their personal and professional lives by providing a solid foundation of core concepts and
tools. Gitman/Joehnk/Smart use practical, hands-on applications to introduce the topics and techniques used by both personal
investors and money managers. The authors integrate a consistent framework based on learning goals to keep students focused
on what is most important in each chapter. Students leave the course with the necessary information for developing, implementing,
and monitoring a successful investment program. Th eleventh edition addresses the current financial crisis and the impact it has
made on the markets.

The government budget should be the financial mirror of society's choices. Yet most people view budgeting as the
epitome of eye-glazing subjects, rarely explained in a way that is understandable to the non-specialist and too often
presented without adequate consideration of a country’s governance and institutional capacity. Government Budgeting
and Expenditure Management fills a gap in the literature to redress these failings and does so in comparative
international perspective. This book provides a comprehensive but pithy and easy-to-understand treatment of public
financial management, taking into account a variety of special issues including budgeting in post-conflict situations, at
subnational government levels, for military/security expenditures, and in countries with large extractive revenues.
Distilling the lessons of budgeting reform in countries at different levels of income and administrative capacity, each
chapter gradually progresses from the basic principles to the more technical aspects and then on to implementation
issues, using concrete examples and illustrations from around the globe. Government Budgeting and Expenditure
Management is ideally suited as the primary text for advanced undergraduate or graduate courses in government
budgeting or public financial management, or as a supplementary text for courses in public finance, public economics,
economic development, public administration or comparative politics. With its attention to practical implementation
aspects, the book will also be of direct interest to practitioners, policy-makers, and government employee training
organizations.
The book provides an introduction for students and development professionals to mainstreaming children in international
development and policy, focusing on children's 'voices' and childhood poverty, policy and practice.
Praise for Service-Oriented Architecture Compass "A comprehensive roadmap to Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA).
SOA is, in reality, a business architecture to be used by those enterprises intending to prosper in the 21st century.
Decision makers who desire that their business become flexible can jumpstart that process by adopting the best
practices and rules of thumb described in SOA Compass." -Bob Laird, MCI IT Chief Architect "The book Service-Oriented
Architecture Compass shows very clearly by means of real projects how agile business processes can be implemented
using Service-Oriented Architectures. The entire development cycle from planning through implementation is presented
very close to practice and the critical success factors are presented very convincingly." -Professor Dr. Thomas
Obermeier, Vice Dean of FHDW Bergisch Gladbach, Germany "This book is a major improvement in the field. It gives a
clear view and all the key points on how to really face a SOA deployment in today's organizations." -Mario Moreno, IT
Architect Leader, Generali France "Service-Oriented Architecture enables organizations to be agile and flexible enough
to adopt new business strategies and produce new services to overcome the challenges created by business dynamism
today. CIOs have to consider SOA as a foundation of their Enterprise Applications Architecture primarily because it
demonstrates that IT aligns to business processes and also because it positions IT as a service enabler and maximizes
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previous investments on business applications. To understand and profit from SOA, this book provides CIOs with the
necessary concepts and knowledge needed to understand and adapt it into their IT organizations." -Sabri Hamed AlAzazi, CIO of Dubai Holding, Sabri "I am extremely impressed by the depth and scale of this book! The title is perfectwhen you know where you want to go, you need a compass to guide you there! After good IT strategy leads you to SOA,
this book is the perfect vehicle that will drive you from dream to reality. We in DSK Bank will use it as our SOA bible in
the ongoing project." -Miro Vichev, CIO, DSK Bank, Bulgaria, member of OTP Group "Service-Oriented Architecture
offers a pathway to networking of intra- and inter-corporate business systems. The standards have the potential to create
far more flexible and resilient business information systems than have been possible in the past. This book is a mustread for those who care about the future of business IT." -Elizabeth Hackenson, CIO, MCI "Service-Oriented Architecture
is key to help customers become on demand businesses-a business that can quickly respond to competitive threats and
be first to take advantage of marketplace opportunities. SOA Compass is a must-read for those individuals looking to
bridge the gap between IT and business in order to help their enterprises become more flexible and responsive."
-Michael Liebow, Vice President, Web Services and Service-Oriented Architecture, IBM Business Consulting Services
"This book is a welcome addition to SOA literature. It articulates the business case and provides practical proven realworld advice, guidance, tips, and techniques for organizations to make the evolution from simple point-to-point web
services to true SOA by addressing such topics as planning, organization, analysis and design, security, and systems
management." -Denis O'Sullivan, Fireman's Fund Enterprise Architect Maximize the business value and flexibility of your
SOA deployment In this book, IBM Enterprise Integration Team experts present a start-to-finish guide to planning,
implementing, and managing Service-Oriented Architecture. Drawing on their extensive experience helping enterprise
customers migrate to SOA, the authors share hard-earned lessons and best practices for architects, project managers,
and software development leaders alike. Well-written and practical, Service-Oriented Architecture Compass offers the
perfect blend of principles and "how-to" guidance for transitioning your infrastructure to SOA. The authors clearly explain
what SOA is, the opportunities it offers, and how it differs from earlier approaches. Using detailed examples from IBM
consulting engagements, they show how to deploy SOA solutions that tightly integrate with your processes and
operations, delivering maximum flexibility and value. With detailed coverage of topics ranging from policy-based
management to workflow implementation, no other SOA book offers comparable value to workingIT professionals.
Coverage includes SOA from both a business and technical standpoint-and how to make the business case Planning
your SOA project: best practices and pitfalls to avoid SOA analysis and design for superior flexibility and value Securing
and managing your SOA environment Using SOA to simplify enterprise application integration Implementing business
processes and workflow in SOA environments Case studies in SOA deployment After you've deployed: delivering better
collaboration, greater scalability, and more sophisticated applications The IBM Press developerWorks® Series is a
unique undertaking in which print books and the Web are mutually supportive. The publications in this series are
complemented by resources on the developerWorks Web site on ibm.com. Icons throughout the book alert the reader to
these valuable resources.
Management Information Systems provides comprehensive and integrative coverage of essential new technologies,
information system applications, and their impact on business models and managerial decision-making in an exciting and
interactive manner. The twelfth edition focuses on the major changes that have been made in information technology
over the past two years, and includes new opening, closing, and Interactive Session cases.
How to make sound investment decisions: Fundamentals of Investment Appraisal, 2nd edition, is based on long-term
experience with students and is written in an easily understood style. A case study has been constructed to illustrate all
methods discussed. The goal of the book is to pace a sure way through the variety of methods in investment appraisal.
Mathematical basics are specifically explained in detail. The book shows clearly why there are different methods in
investment appraisal and on where to focus in a given situation. As all methods are introduced by the same case study, it
is easy to compare and evaluate the results. The statements in the text are further consolidated by abstracts and
evaluations of each of the methods. Exercises with extensive solutions will lead to the confidence which is necessary for
an ease of handling the investment appraisal techniques and for a good preparation for students’ exams. German and
international students at universities and other institutions of higher education will find this book an excellent systematic
preparation for their exams.
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